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introduction

the materials in this document book have been prepared in support 
of a redevelopment of the properties at 1121 and 1123 leslie Street. 
these supporting documents aim to comprehensively analyze the 
site context through the completion of a planning matrix in order to 
better inform the design of the site’s re-development. the preliminary 
site plan proposal resulting from this analysis has also been included 
in this book.
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1 Location

1121 & 1123 leslie St
north york, toronto, ontario, canada

latitude: 43°43’20.37”n
longitude: 79°20’50.94”w

Site Location

North YorkEtobicoke York Scarborough

Toronto and East York
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2 LegaL

the proposed site consists of two adjacent properties: 1121 leslie 
Street and 1123 leslie Street. these properties were established 
around 1960 as a part of the don Mills development occurring at the 
time. despite some ownership changes, neither property has been 
redeveloped since they were created. both properties contain small 
easements at the rear of their lots on their eastern edges. aside from 
these easements to accommodate an oil pipeline, the sites do not 
have any other covenants or restrictions in effect.

MuniciPle addreSS: 1121 leSlie Street

ownerS’ naMeS:
MetruS ProPertieS inc.
MetruS ProPertieS 2004 liMited PartnerShiP

ProPerty deScriPtion:
Part of lotS 1 and 2 , conceSSion 3, eyS, twP of yorK, 
city of toronto (forMerly city of north yorK) deSig-
NATED AS PARTS 1, 2 AND 3 ON PL 66R−22324. S/T AN EASE-
MENT OVER PT 2 ON PL 66R−22324 IN FAVOUR OF TRANS−
northern PiPe line coMPany and iMPerial oil liMited 
AS IN NY396565 AND NY397708. S/T AN EASEMENT OVER PT 3 
ON PL 66R−22324 IN FAVOUR OF IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED AND 
TRANS−NORTHERN PIPE LINE COMPANY AS IN NY137058 AND 
ny141180. Partial releaSe by quit claiM no. ny397957 
and Partial releaSe by quit claiM no. ny396866.; to-
gether with an eaSeMent over unit 5 & 6 level 1 to-
ronto Standard condoMiniuM Plan no. 1813 aS in 
at2140611

MuniciPle addreSS: 1123 leSlie Street

ownerS’ naMeS:
wrigley canada inc.

ProPerty deScriPtion:
PT LT 2 CON 3 EYS TWP OF YORK AS IN NY305521; S/T 
ny391390, ny394861; toronto (n yorK) , city of toronto

for detailed ownership history see appendix a
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4 Land VaLue

Though there aren’t any industrial/commercial properties 
of equivalent size for sale in the immediate vicinity of the 
site, projections of site value and industrial/commercial 
sites for sale elsewhere in the city can be used to develop 
a rough approximation of the site’s market value. 

Metrus Properties inc. purchased the site at 1121 leslie 
Street in 2005 for $15,200,000. Adjusting for inflation 
without taking rising property values into account this 
would be the equivalent of $17,920,000 today. as this is 
the smaller of the two adjacent lots is would be safe to 
assume that 1123 leslie Street would be as much if not 
more valuable and that the combined price for the two 
properties would be well over $36,000,000.

a commercial warehouse property up for sale near 
eglinton ave e in Scarborough is currently listed at $9.5 
million dollars. this property has a smaller building and is 
on substantially less land than the site. if this sale price is 
multiplied by the difference in land size between it and the 
site, the sale price comes to $40,615,650.

from these two calculations, the site can be approximately 
valued at $40 million ±

Site hiStory

the property at 1121 leslie Street has historically 
functioned as an office and storage warehouse, first 
for columbia records from 1962-2003 and then for 
Sony Music from 2003-2005. in 2005 the property 
was sold to Metrus Properties inc. and has remained 
primarily vacant ever since. it is currently available for 
lease from Metrus.

the wrigley gum factory has occupied the property at 
1123 leslie Street since its creation in 1959. though 
the factory has been active and a mainstay in the 
neighbourhood for that time, company management 
recently announced its decision to close the factory 
in early 2016.

See appendix a for related documents
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5 LocaL context

the site is located in a an area of the 
city with a diverse mixture of land uses. 
the proposed land use change would 
see the site’s designation change from 
employment area to Mixed use area. this 
change would allow for a better fit into the 
context of the surrounding land uses.
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neighbourhood facilitieS

the site is situated in a neighbourhood rich in facilities. these resources adequately serve the current 
population and many have the capacity to service more users. because of it’s central location, the site 
has the potential to act as a link to many of these facilities.

LocaL context cont.
ProJected land uSe changeS

The Celestica head office located in the employment area southeast of the 
site is a 24.3-hectare multi-building office development. In 2014, the own-
ers of this site applied to have a substantial portion of their lands converted 
from Employment Areas to Mixed-use in the Official Plan. Their proposal 
was for an extensive development of 2,897 residential units, 9105m2 of 
retail, and 77,136m2 of office space. While the city failed to approve their 
application, the owners have since appealed the employment area desig-
nation and are continuing to work towards building a mixed-use develop-
ment on the site.

a substantial redevelopment has also been proposed for the lands directly 
south of the residential development adjacent to the site. the proposed 
mixed-use development would dramatically increase the residential land-
use in the area by adding 4 residential buildings ranging in height from 28 
to 39 storeys containing some 1,380 residential units, 20 3-storey town-
houses, and 943 square metres of grade-related retail uses.
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SchoolS 
 Public ElEmEntary SchoolS
  rippleton
  greenland public school
  norman ingram Pubic School
  don Mills Middle School
 catholic ElEmEntary
  St. anselm
  St. John xxii
 SEcondary SchoolS
  don Mills collegiate institute 
  northern SS
 catholic SEcondary
  Senator o’connor
  St. Patrick
  Marshal Mcluhan

daycare
 abc academy bayview
 bennington heights child care
 bassborough child care centre
 chamipons children’s centre
 children’s garden nusery School
 flemingdon early learning & child care centre
 flemingdon Park Schoolage and family centre
 fraser Mustard early learning cetnre
 gateway day care centre
 graydon hall child care Services
 grenoble day care centre
 ikebata nusery School
 Kids ville nursery School
 Kindercircle day care
 lawrence Park School
 leaside childrens house
 leaside day care centre
 Mrs Parks nursery School
 northlea community childcare
 Playhouse child care cetnre
 Pride in heritage childrens centre
 red apple day care (blessed John)
 red apple day care (overlea)
 rippleton roadsters Satellite
 ralph road leaside care centre
 ralph road day care centre
 St. marks day care centre
 Sunnybrook chreche
 thorncliffe park day care centre
 thorncliffe Park School age day care

OPEN SPACE/PARKS
 1 e.t. Seton ParK
 Serena gundy ParK
 leonard linton ParK
 SunnybrooK ParK
 ferrand drive ParK
 linKwood lane ParKette
 linKwood lane ParK
 r.v. burgeSS ParK
 greenbelt ParK
 MoccaSin trail ParK
 PaPerbirch walKway
 wilKet creeK ParK
 gateway greenbelt
 MacKlin hancocK ParK
 howard talbot ParK
 fleMingdon ParK

librarieS
 leaside
 thorncliffe
 flemingdon Park
 don Mills district branch

recreation facilitieS
 community cEntrES
  flemingdon community centre
  Jenner Jean-Marie community centre
  trace Manes Park community centre
  Maurice cody community centre
  banbury community centre
 
 rEcrEation cEntrES
  dennis r. timbrell resource centre
  angela James arena & tennis centre
  leaside curling club

PlaceS of worShiP
 andrew KiM catholic church
 noor cultural center
 darul Kahir iSlaMic center
 greeK orthodox MetroPliS
 St deMetrioS greeK orthodox church
 St cuthbert’s anglican church
 bethel baPtiSt church
 church of chriSt
 leaSide PreSbyterian church
 northlea united church
 leaSide bible church
 St bonaventure church
 donway covant united church
 donway baPtiSt church
 St Marks Presbyterian church

eMergency ServiceS
 fire - 1109 leslie Street
 ambulance - 2075 bayview ave
 Police Division 54 - 41 Cranefield Rd

neighbourhood facilitieS

LocaL context cont.
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6 zoning

The site at 1121/1123 Leslie St is currently regulated under the North York Zoning By-law 
7625, as amended. it is designated as industrial-commercial zone. the exception puts a 
restriction on the maximum size a retail store on site can be. the holding bylaw in place 
requires the completion of a traffic impact study before any new development can occur. 
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zoning cont.
buildable area

once all setbacks and easments are removed from the site, a total buildable 
area of 75298.44m2 remains.

holding bylaw

total Site Size

9.0m front Setback
4.5m Sideyard Setback
3.0m Sideyard Setback

7.5m rear Setback
remaining easements

buildable areas

83,567.00m2

3173.31m2

1011.15m2

788.25m2

3024.75m2

271.10m2

75298.44m2

See appendix b for related documents
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7 naturaL PhysicaL Features

Situated on a ridge above a branch of toronto’s ravine system, the 
site has a unique exposure to natural features.

A tributary of Wilket Creek defines the northern boundary of the site 
and the small ravine that is associated with this creek is in a 
relatively natural state. It does however flow through culverts to pass 
underneath the leaside trail and leslie Street so it is somewhat 
isolated from the main ravine system to the west. this area is the 
predominant location of flora and fauna on the site and should be 
protected.

There is also a significant tree stand on the southwest corner of the 
site. this small cluster of mature trees with grass around their bases 
isn’t in a natural state but does provide a significant buffer between 
the site and leslie Street.

because the site has been previously developed, the majority of 
the site has been paved and leveled and there is little groundwater 
infiltration. Where this does occur, the natural drainage pattern 
of groundwater on the site is predominately in a north and west 
direction towards the ravine systems there.  

Soil types

three boreholes have been dug on site to determine the composition 
of the soil. these samples indicate that the majority of the site rest 
on deep, relatively dense sediment layers that should have a decent 
bearing capacity.

1121 leSlie
borehole id 643170  completion year : 1960 elevation (deM) : 128.6 
m total depth : 6.5 m Static water level : m    borehole log (metres) 
0 ~ 0.2 m soil, black 0.2 ~ 0.6 m sand, silt, clay, brown, loose 0.6 ~ 
6.5 m till, silt, sand, gravel, brown, hard

ravine Section of 1123 leSlie
borehole id 650920  completion year : 1971 elevation (deM) : 
128.1 m total depth : 9.4 m Static water level : 0.1 m    borehole 
log (metres) 0 ~ 3.9 m till, silt, sand, gravel, brown, dense 3.9 ~ 9.4 
m till, sand, silt, gravel, grey, dense

borehole id 650919  completion year : 1971 elevation (deM) : 
130.9 m total depth : 9.6 m Static water level : 0 m    borehole log 
(metres) 0 ~ 2.5 m till, silt, sand, gravel, brown, dense 2.5 ~ 9.6 m 
till, sand, silt, gravel, grey, dense, fine to medium grained
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naturaL PhysicaL Features cont.

nhic data was gathered to asses 
the state of endangered and at risk 
species on the site. none are were 
located on the site’s developable 
land, but the ravine system at the 
northern end of the site should be 
protected as it is an important habi-
tat for many of the listed species.
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8 Man-Made Features

the built form of the site is currently low-rise 
industrial.

the building on 1121 leslie Street is a vacant 
and under-maintained single storey office and 
warehouse building with little integration with the 
surrounding context. aside from the 9m setback 
along leslie Street and the grove of trees on the 
southwest corner of the property the remainder of 
the lot is paved parking and loading.

The building on 1123 Leslie Street is a 2-storey office 
building and factory. this building is sited directly 
adjacent to the ravine on the northern boundary of 
the property. the building is set back from leslie 
Street an equivalent distance as 1121, but a level 
parking lot in front of this creates a wall as it is 
elevated from leslie Street towards this northern 
edge as the road slopes downward. Paved loading 
bays and parking make up a substantial portion of 
the rest of the lot with the exception of the ravine 
area. 

Much of the nearby employment lands have similar 
simple industrial characteristics.

the adjacent residential complex has a drastically 
different built-form than the buildings currently 
on the lot. these residential buildings tower over 
leslie Street, have a much smaller setback, and 
much more landscaping. a compact private 
internal circulation network is on this site and 
manicured lawn open spaces act as communal 
amenity between the towers. these buildings have 
substantial balconies, windowed faces, and a 
cream and redbrick colouration. 

there is a noticeable disconnect between the 
character of the commercial buildings and the 
residential complex. very little common ground 
exists and any future developments have the 
opportunity to create a better transition from 
the residential built-form to the surrounding 
employment lands. 
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9 circuLation

road networK

road access to the site is relatively straightforward because of the single 
public street, Leslie Street, which allows for access/egress. Because of the 
geography and infrastructure surrounding the site, points of road access 
to the site are unlikely to come from anywhere other than leslie St in the 
future. Classified as a major street on map 3 of Toronto’s Official Plan, Leslie 
St has an underdeveloped 30m right-of-way (row) with 2 travel lanes 
in either direction. the road also has a wide, painted median separating 
oncoming traffic and that functions as a left turn lane at intersections. A 
posted speed limit of 60km isn’t strictly followed as traffic on the street is 
fast and only regulated by two controlled intersections in the 2km between 
eglinton ave and lawrence ave. due to the lack of destinations along leslie 
St, the moderate amount of traffic on the road appears to be residential, 
simply passing through the area or using the street to bypass neighbouring 
busier roads, and a small amount of commercial truck traffic connecting with 
employment lands north of the site.

PEDESTRIAN/CYCLINg REALM

the pedestrian experience through and around the site is currently 
uninspiring. though leslie St has wide sidewalks thanks to it’s substantial 
ROW, they are relatively close to the fast moving vehicle traffic and lead to 
an unpleasant experience.

a trail network through the parks on the west side of leslie St offer a much 
better pedestrian experience, however the minimal number of crosswalks 
on Leslie street make for a hard edge to this area that is difficult to safely 
penetrate. the slope of the ravine edge, beyond which these trails are 
located, also creates a barrier to access.  

the 3km leaside trail on the east side of the site provides a connection to 
diverse commercial, industrial, and residential neighbourhoods to the north. 
this trail offers a fantastic pedestrian and cycling experience, however this 
resource is completely hindered by minimal access. it currently dead-ends 
at a fence where it intersects with the cPr rail line. from there, a narrow, 
muddy, and litter strewn passageway to the vacant and intimidating 1121 
leslie St address is the only access to the southern terminus of the trail. at 
this southern end, the trail feels unsafe and unwelcoming.  

Specific support for cycling in the area is not visible and cyclists are forced 
to use the roadways or the multiuse trails in the parks.
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tranSit

the site is currently well-serviced toronto transit commission’s (ttc) surface transit 
routes. there is a northbound bus stop immediately adjacent to the site on leslie St 
and a southbound stop opposite a controlled crosswalk a few hundred metres south of 
the site. these stops provide access to:

leslie bus route #51 provides connectivity to eglinton Station via eglinton ave 
southbound and Steeles ave northbound. during peak hours it comes every 13-minutes. 

lawrence east bus route #54 provides connectivity to eglinton Station via eglinton 
ave southbound and lawrence east Station, the university of toronto Scarborough 
campus, and the rouge hill go Station via lawrence ave northbound. during peak 
hours this bus is scheduled every 9 minutes. 

transportation in the area surrounding the site is intricately linked with the development 
eglinton crosstown lrt. this 33km light rail transit project along the eglinton corridor 
will substantially increase the potential for transit ridership in the area. the site sits 
within 500m of the future Leslie St stop and any future developments will benefit from 
access to this resource.

circuLation cont.
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10 utiLities
as the site has been previously developed, most utilities 
and servicing are already in place and bell, gas, electricity, 
and cable are located along the leslie Street frontage of the 
proposed development. 

There are several fire hydrants on the site currently and 
several more in the right-of-way of leslie Street. 

Storm water management systems are currently integrated 
into the site’s extensive parking lots. this system could be 
improved to decrease surface runoff through the installation 
of permiable surfaces and increased landscaping.

extensive electrical and gas connections exist to service the 
current structures on the site.

though there will be the need to upgrade and repair some 
the utilities currently in-place, the site appears to be well 
serviced and able to accommodate intensification. 
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11 cLiMate

located near lake ontario in southern ontario, climate 
data for the site can be approximated using climate data 
from the weather station located on the university of 
toronto campus in downtown toronto. 

data sourced from:
latitude: 43°40’00.000” n longitude: 79°24’00.000” w
elevation: 112.50 m 

PreciPitation

as the site is in a temperate climate, the site sees higher 
rainfall in the summer and snowfall in the winter. the 
average combined precipitation for the year is 831.1mm

average monthly rainfall peaks in September with 84.7mm 
and is lowest in January with an average of 29.1mm

Snow usually begins to fall near the end of october and 
peaks in January with an average 37.2cm falling that 
month. Snowfall has typically turned to rain by March. 
there is typically snow on the ground from december to 
March.

teMPerature

temperatures of the area are generally moderate due 
to the stabilizing effect of lake ontario. daily average 
temperatures typically peak in July at 22.3 °c and reach 
their lowest point in January at -3.7 °c. there can be 
extreme temperature fluctuations during this natural cycle 
with temperatures as high as 40.6°c and as low as -32.8°c 
having occurred historically.

wind

Wind direction fluctuates between South West during 
the winter months and west during the summer and has 
a average speed of 15km/h but this can vary drastically. 
weather systems generally follow the wind direction and 
approach from the west. despite its exposed location on 
top of a ridge, the site is relatively sheltered from wind 
by adjacent trees and the residential tower development 
south of the site.
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Solar

as the site is located in a northern country, hours of daylight and the aspect 
of the sun vary drastically depending on the time of year. typical total hours 
of bright sunshine in the summer peak at 279.6 hours in July and are at their 
lowest in december at 78.1 hours. the location and aspect of the site provide 
it with substantial sky exposure and little shade falls onto the site from adjacent 
structures until late in the day.

natural diSaSterS

There is the potential for flooding and erosion in the ravine along the site’s 
north boundary during storm events. The extent of this flooding and associated 
erosion should be contained within the ravine system and the natural area set 
aside along this northern edge. 

Summer in the area often sees several thunderstorms occur. these bring with 
them the potential for strong wind gusts, hail, lighting, and tornados.  

concluSionS

the site is ideally situated to take advantage of the best elements of the area’s 
climate while avoiding the downsides. its elevated position protects it from 
negative outcomes of extreme precipitation, natural windbreaks are provided 
by surrounding features, the site’s aspect increases solar exposure, and the 
potential for disasters are mitigated by informed land use designation and siting.

cLiMate cont.
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12 sensory

viSual

the site’s location on top of a ravine edge provides it with substantial 
sky exposure. at-grade views are limited due to adjacent treed 
areas and the large residential towers to the south of the site, but 
views from several stories up have the potential to be extensive 
and spectacular when looking out over the ravine system to the 
south and west. though the majority of the site is unaffected, the 
adjacent residential towers do cast shadows over a small portion of 
the southern end of the site in the afternoon. this effect would be 
exacerbated in the winter and lessened in the summer months. leslie 
street has ample street lighting and passing wash from headlights is 
not an issue due to the relatively level and straight nature of the road 
adjacent to the site.

audible

there is mild factory noise from the wrigley’s plant on-site, but this 
would be nullified with any future development. The surrounding 
employment lands are predominantly office space with no unusual 
noise levels. The speed of traffic along Leslie Street creates some 
traffic noise, but the wide right-of-way and building setbacks 
minimize its impact. noise from passing trains is noticeable but 
infrequent and could be easily mitigated. 

tactile

though exposed on the ridge, wind-chill is moderated by the large 
tree stands in the adjacent natural areas and the site is relatively 
calm. 

olfactory

no unpleasant smells are noticeable on the site despite its proximity 
to industrial employment lands.
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13 cuLturaL

the development site is located in the city of toronto’s 
banbury-don Mills neighbourhood. data from the city of 
Toronto’s 2001, 2006, and 2011 neighbourhood profile census 
and the NHS was used to inform the cultural profile shown 
here.

PoPulation

 between 2006 and 2011 the population of the area 
increased by 5.8%. although this increase was primarily in 
the youth (15-24) and working age (25-64) groups, when 
compared with city-wide data, the neighbourhood actually 
has lower proportion of these groups and a higher proportion 
of Senior (65+) residents. 

houSehold Size

 the majority (67%) of households in the neighbourhood 
are comprised of only one (35.5%) and two (31.5%) persons. 
this number is higher than the city’s average of 61% for 1 and 
2 person households.

incoMe

 the neighbourhood has both a higher median and 
average after-tax household income than the citywide average. 
the neighbourhood also has a lower level of households living 
in accommodations that do not meet the national occupancy 
Standard.

education

 the neighbourhood of banbury-don Mills has an very 
well educated population when compared with the rest of 
the city. Possession of a postsecondary certificate/diploma/
degree is at 81% compared to 69% for the rest of toronto.

MulticulturaliSM

 banbury-don Mills demographics align with the 
city’s averages for citizenship and immigration. the primary 
language spoken outside of english and french is chinese 
(n.o.s) and china is the top country of birth for immigrants by 
a wide margin.
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houSing

home ownership in the neighbourhood 
(61%) is slightly higher than the city average 
(54%). the neighbourhood also represents 
extremes of housing types in the city with 
both higher percentages of single-detached 
homes (30.3%) and high-rise apartments 
buildings(49.2%) than the rest of the city(26% 
and 41% respectively). 

concluSionS

the demographics of the area portray a 
healthy neighbourhood with room to grow. 
More and larger housing options could help 
diversify types of households found in the 
neighbourhood. 
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14 PoLicy and reguLatory

Provincial Policy StateMent

the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides policy direction 
on matters of provincial interest related to land use planning and 
development. in accordance with S. 3(5) of the Planning act, all land-
use planning decisions are required to be consistent with the PPS. 
the PPS recognizes the relationship between the vitality of settlement 
areas and the long-term economic prosperity of communities. it 
acknowledges this through policy that encourages intensification, 
redevelopment, and compact built form. the following excerpts from 
the PPS have specific relevance to the proposed development site.

Section 1.1.3 Settlement areas presents policy that promotes density 
and a mix of land uses and support active transportation and transit.

Section 1.4 housing requires that an appropriate range of housing 
types and densities be provided to meet projections and further 
supports active transportation and transit.

Section 1.7 long term economic Prosperity presents policies that 
support land use consisting of well-designed built form and involving 
cultural planning.

Section 1.8 energy conservation, air quality and climate change 
presents policy that encourages land use patterns that further 
promote active transportation, transit, and mixed-use developments 
to improve efficiencies.

growth Plan for the greater golden 
horSeShoe

Similar to the Provincial Policy Statement, the growth Plan for the 
greater golden Horseshoe (the growth Plan) provides specific 
policy direction for the area in which the site is located. Section 3(5) 
of the Planning act requires that all decisions affecting planning 
matters shall conform to the growth Plan. the policy direction found 
in the growth Plan offers similar support for mixed-use intensification 
within built-up urban areas and encourages “making better use of 
our existing infrastructure, and less on continuously expanding 
the urban areas.” the proposed development site is in an area 
the growth plan identifies as an “intensification area” and in direct 
proximity to a “major transit station area.” the follow policy applies 
to the site because of these classifications.
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Policy 2.2.3(7) general Intensification All intensification areas will be planned and 
designed to:

a. cumulatively attract a significant portion of population and employment growth
b. provide a diverse and compatible mix of land uses, including residential and 
employment uses, to support vibrant neighbourhoods
c. provide high quality public open spaces with site design and urban design 
standards that create attractive and vibrant places
d. support transit, walking and cycling for everyday activities
e. generally achieve higher densities than the surrounding areas
f. achieve an appropriate transition of built form to adjacent areas.

Policy 3.2.3(2)(a) Moving People all decisions on transit planning and investment 
will be made according to the following criteria:

a. using transit infrastructure to shape growth, and planning for high residential 
and employment densities that ensure the efficiency and viability of existing and 
planned transit service levels;
b. Placing priority on increasing the capacity of existing transit systems to 
support intensification areas;
c. expanding transit service to areas that have achieved, or will be planned so 
as to achieve, transit-supportive residential and employment densities, together 
with a mix of residential, office, institutional and commercial development wherever 
possible;
d. facilitating improved linkages from nearby neighbourhoods to urban 
growth centres, major transit station areas, and other intensification areas;
e. consistency with the strategic framework for future transit investments 
outlined on Schedule 5;
f. increasing the modal share of transit.

city of toronto official Plan

The Official Plan for the City of Toronto offers policy direction for matters of 
municipal interest such as land use, transit development and the environment. 
Similar to other policy document, it also contains policy promoting mixed-use 
intensification and redevelopment. 

Section 2.1 building a more liveable urban region 
the growth management policies presented by the city in this section recognize 
the substantial population increases expected in the short and long term and 
serve to “create dynamic transit oriented mixed use centres and corridors.”

Policy 2.4.7 for sites in areas well serviced by transit, such as locations around 
rapid transit stations and along major transit routes, consideration will be given to 
the establishment of:
a) minimum density requirements as well as maximum density limits;
b) minimum and maximum parking requirements;
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Section 3.1 the built environment 

the policies in this section of the plan provide clear direction in 
regards to the urban design developments the city should take. 
Specific policy related to Built Form S.3.1.2 and
build form – tall buildings S.3.1.3 can be found in this section.

Policy 4.5(2) development criteria in Mixed use areas

in Mixed use areas development will:

a) create a balance of high quality commercial, residential, 
institutional and open space uses that reduces automobile 
dependency and meets the needs of the local community;
b) provide for new jobs and homes for toronto’s growing population 
on underutilized lands in the downtown, the central waterfront, 
centres, avenues and other lands designated Mixed use areas, 
creating and sustaining well-paid, stable, safe and fulfilling 
employment opportunities for all torontonians;
c) locate and mass new buildings to provide a transition between 
areas of different development intensity and scale, as necessary 
to achieve the objectives of this Plan, through means such as 
providing appropriate setbacks and/or a stepping down of heights, 
particularly towards lower scale neighbourhoods;
d) locate and mass new buildings so as to adequately limit shadow 
impacts on adjacent neighbourhoods, particularly during the spring 
and fall equinoxes;
e) locate and mass new buildings to frame the edges of streets and 
parks with good proportion and maintain sunlight and comfortable 
wind conditions for pedestrians on adjacent streets, parks and open 
spaces;
f) provide an attractive, comfortable and safe pedestrian environment;
g) have access to schools, parks, community centres, libraries, and 
childcare;
h) take advantage of nearby transit services;
i) provide good site access and circulation and an adequate supply 
of parking for residents and visitors;
j) locate and screen service areas, ramps and garbage storage to 
minimize the impact on adjacent streets and residences; and
k) provide indoor and outdoor recreation space for building residents 
in every significant multi-unit residential development.
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city-wide tall building guidelineS

the city of toronto has developed a set of guidelines “to assist with 
implementation of Official Plan policy and provide specific design 
direction for tall buildings in toronto.” the guidelines offer insight 
into appropriate site organization, massing, and the pedestrian 
realm. recommendations from the guidelines include:

Tower floor plates should be limited to 750m2

towers should be set back 12.5m from side and rear property lines

there should be 25m of clearance between towers on the same site.
 

Site SPecific Policy

concluSionS

the various policy contexts for the site repeatedly 
state support for mixed-use intensification and 
compact built form. redevelopment of the site 
has the potential to better align its form with the 
policy put forth by all levels of government.
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oPPortunities and constraints anaLysis

The proposed development site at 1121/1123 Leslie St is a 
complex location with many distinct features. the opportunities and 
constraints presented by the existing site characteristics will have a 
substantial impact on the cost, scale, and timeline of any proposed 
development.  A breakdown of these identified features and their 
associated impact follows.

regulatory

 The site is currently zoned for industrial/commercial uses 
and is designated as an employment area in Toronto’s official 
plan. additionally, the site currently has a holding bylaw in place 
requiring the completion of a traffic impact study before any 
development could commence. these regulations severely limit 
the form development can take on the site and substantial policy 
amendment will be required before approval to develop alternative 
forms could be granted.  this policy roadblock will not be overcome 
quickly or easily and represents a major challenge to redevelopment 
of the site.

adJacent land uSe

 Despite being zoned for industrial/commercial and 
designated as employment lands, much of the immediately adjacent 
land uses are not industrial/commercial. 

to the north and west of the site, a branch of toronto’s ravine system 
offers an incredible natural area that must be considered for any 
development to be built, but can also be leveraged as a draw and 
escape for future users of the site. 

to the east, separated from the site by a rail corridor and pedestrian 
path, there are several large office parks. Despite their substantial 
scale, these low-rise office buildings are relatively quiet and 
inconspicuous. because of their separation from the site, they do 
not represent much of a constraint to development.

 to the south, a moderately dense residential complex of towers 
represents a sensitive land use and potential for conflict depending 
on the form development on the site takes. further south, beyond 
the residential development, an even larger and denser mixed-use 
development is currently in initial planning stages and represents a 
substantial intensification of residential use in the area. 
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the residents of these complexes are also an opportunity. they 
represent the future employees, customers, and potential users 
of any development on the site. A fire station is also located to 
the immediate southwest of the site and represents excellent fire 
protection for the site. 

acceSS

the external circulation surround the site is substantial and currently 
undergoing improvement. leslie Street is built to accommodate large 
traffic volumes with adequate room for upgrades as well, however 
access to the site is currently accomplished at a uncontrolled 
t-intersection. 

the site is also extremely well serviced for transit access; with a 
northbound bus stop in the immediate right-of-way on leslie and 
a southbound bus stop a few hundred meters away from the site. 
roughly 500m from the site, at the eglinton intersection with leslie, 
a future lrt stop is currently under construction and will connect 
the site to toronto’s rapid transit network.

the leaside trail that currently terminates on the sites eastern 
edge represents a connection to 3km of neighbouring employment 
lands and residential areas. the site has the opportunity to act as a 
destination and entranceway to this trail system, and tap into these 
potential users and destinations.

infraStructure

because the site has previously been developed, much of its urban 
servicing is already in place. a substantial portion of the site is 
currently paved, not allowing for ground water infiltration, suggesting 
that extensive storm water management infrastructure is in place. 
The site also has several fire hydrants and extensive connections to 
gas lines and electricity. 
 
there is currently an oil pipeline running underground along 
the eastern edge of the property limiting the potential for new 
development in this area. however, this area is also happens to 
be immediately adjacent to the rail corridor and thanks to this 
consolidation of infrastructure, the minimum setbacks regarding 
rail corridors overlap with the pipelines location, minimizing this 
restriction on developable land.
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tree Stand

there is a small, mature stand of trees in the southwest corner of the 
site. this area presents the opportunity to have a naturalized area 
on site in a much more established state than would otherwise be 
possible with tradition landscaping methods. further to this, the tree 
stand also functions as a buffer for the site and will help to minimize 
the perception of noise from Leslie St and the adjacent fire station. 
the stand also acts as natural windbreak for the site.

gEOgRAPHICAL/HYDROLOgICAL FEATURES

 The site’s northern boundary is defined by a tributary of Wilket 
creek at the bottom of a steep ravine edge. this feature takes up a 
considerable portion of the site’s land and, although development on 
this portion of the site is not possible, the area could be leveraged to 
utilize the beneficial aspects of possessing a natural watercourse. 
though the previous development has graded and leveled the 
developable land on site, the site sites at the top of a ridge and 
has a natural aspect is to the south and west. it’s siting provides 
substantial solar exposure and good water- runoff without any risk 
of flooding.

concluSionS

Of the opportunities and constraints identified, the regulatory and 
access issues have the strongest impact on the site’s development 
potential. if these can be successfully and thoughtfully addressed, 
development can take advantage of the location of existing services 
while minimizing environmental risk and providing improved 
integration with adjacent sites.  
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descriPtion oF ProPosed deVeLoPMent 

the proposed development consists of 3 types of residential built 
form: 3 residential towers with commercial podiums to animate the 
street, a mid-rise residential building also with at-grade commercial 
space, and a block of 3 storey back-to-back townhouses containing 
24 units. the development also has 4 buildings solely dedicated to 
commercial uses: 1 commercial office tower and 3 low-rise buildings. 

to address the unique landscape of the site, 3 parkland areas 
have been set-aside from development. the largest of these is 
the substantial ravine landscape along the site’s northern edge. 
a mature tree stand in the southwest corner of the development 
has also been preserved in-situ. finally, a new park-space will be 
developed at the leaside trail entrance to integrate the pathway 
with the development and encourage pedestrian movement through 
the site. 

central to the organization this proposed development scheme is 
a new street grid providing access to the site from leslie Street 
and the adjacent developments. a new street with a right-of-way 
(row) width of 27 metres will provide access from a signalized 
intersection with leslie St. this central roadway will intersect with 
two 20m row roads that will align and connect with the adjacent 
property’s internal circulation. two further 20m row side streets 
offer further connection. 

two underground parking structures will provide parking access 
for the 4 towers of the site. the remaining buildings will rely upon 
surface parking.

the four towers proposed for the site will provide a gradual transition 
from the high-rise developments south of the site to the single storey 
built-form in the surrounding employment lands north of the site. 
the buildings respective heights will also mirror the underlying 
landscape and descend towards the ravine edge.
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acceSS and ParKing

access to the development’s underground parking facilities will 
be via 2-way ramps off of the new 27m row. this placement will 
facilitate efficient access to the site while encouraging use of the of 
the improved connection with leslie St and discouraging substantial 
traffic flow through the neighbouring site’s internal road network. 
the 20m row internal road network will readily handle access to 
the surface parking of the smaller buildings in the development. the 
signalization of the intersection with leslie Street will improve safety 
and efficiency in regards to access and egress from the site to the 
major roadway. this intersection is approximately 210 metres north 
of the current signalized intersection at the adjacent residential 
development.
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BLock diagraM
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deVeLoPMent PLanning JustiFication
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the proposed mixed-use development is not currently permitted 
within the City of Toronto Official Plan’s land use designation for 
the site as an Employment Area; because of this, an Official Plan 
amendment would be required to re-designate the lands before 
development could proceed. this would have to occur as a part of 
a city initiated Municipal comprehensive review process.

development of the site will also require an amendment to the former 
city of north york zoning by-law, as amended, in order to permit 
residential and commercial uses on the site.

a transportation impact study will be required in order to apply to 
remove the holding provision currently in place on the site.  

as the proposed development is currently two sites, redevelopment 
will require land assembly and the approval of a draft Plan of 
Subdivision.

reguLatory requireMents
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site PLan
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uPdate: wrigley to close toronto gum factory
close to 400 people impacted as jobs shift to gainesville, ga
6 0
Posted on 2/3/2015 by Siobhan Morris

wrigley’s toronto factory
google
close to 400 people will be left looking for other work when wrigley closes its toronto factory in 2016.

on tuesday the company announced it had come to the “tough decision” to close its facility on leslie St near eglinton ave 
e, pointing to a drop in gum sales.

in november 2013, then-wrigley canada president Shai altman told the city the company had pumped $125-million into 
the local economy that year.  “i would like to take the opportunity to ensure you and your colleagues are keenly aware of 
wrigley canada’s interest in maintaining our manufacturing business at 1123 leslie Street in toronto,” altman wrote to the 
Planning and growth Management committee in a letter addressing a zoning review for a site next to the wrigley plant. “i 
believe our ability to continue to provide quality local manufacturing jobs and support for toronto’s economy is of equal 
important to us and the city.”

wrigley plans to centralize production at its two american plants in illinois and georgia. a factory in gainesville, ga will 
pick up the work now being done in toronto. wrigley explains 80% of the product made at its toronto facility is destined 
for the u.S. market. 

Wrigley’s parent company Mars says it remains committed to this country---maintaining its head office in Toronto and in-
vesting in its canadian business, one it says employs 1, 200 people.

383 people will be directly impacted by the closure of the leslie St. plant. wrigley says it will offer “reasonable” paid time 
off to take job interviews and counselling, career transition support and favourable severance packages.

Wrigley first set up shop in Toronto 105 years ago with a plant on Carlaw Ave, south of Dundas St E. The sweet smell of 
gum production shifted to leslie St in 1963. wrigley’s old digs on carlaw were converted to residential lofts in the late 
1990s.
wrigley’s full statement is below:

today we regret having to announce a tough decision that impacts a number of our great canadian associates. as part of 
a supply chain reorganization in North America, we have made the very difficult decision to close our Wrigley Toronto gum 
factory in March 2016. despite recent improvements in the gum category and increased productivity in our supply chain 
network, it has not been enough to offset declines in the gum category over recent years. 
 
Mars’ commitment to canada remains unchanged, employing more than 1,200 associates in sales, marketing and manu-
facturing across our four business segments. We will continue to operate a Wrigley Canada head office and invest in our 
canadian business, including excel, canada’s number one gum brand. 
 
as the leader in gum, we are committed to returning the category to sustainable growth. with 80 percent of the factory’s 
volume being produced for the u.S. marketplace, our long-term needs will be best met by our two facilities in the u.S. we 
plan to move production from toronto to our gainesville, georgia facility. 

our priority is supporting the 383 associates directly impacted, and while today there is little we can say to make this 
easier, we sincerely thank them for their outstanding service. we will offer a lengthy period of working notice, favorable 
severance packages, career transition support, reasonable paid time off to attend job interviews and counselling.
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